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1. Introduction

It has become commonplace for English-language studies about Japanese- and English-
speaking fans of manga to mention that the Internet in general and social media in particular play a 
crucial role for the functioning of contemporary fan communities (for instance Condry 2010, 196; 
Galbraith and Lamarre 2010, 365; Lam 2010, 240; Orbaugh 2010, 176). The potential that online 
technologies have to support interactions between fans of different national, linguistic, and cultural 
backgrounds has garnered particular attention. While broader fan studies research is beginning to 
examine the concrete ways in which online technologies can support such “transcultural” (Annett 
2011, 29-34; Jung 2011) fannish community-building and activities in reality, few studies have 
focused on how fans of manga and other Japanese popular media use online technologies to 
interact. Without such empirical research, it is difficult to judge how effective these 
“multidirectional communications technologies of the Internet” (Annett 2011, 4) actually are at 
helping manga fans of various national, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds establish connections, 
and what kind of interactions these technologies encourage in reality.

Perhaps the most significant of these “multidirectional communications technologies of the 
Internet” are social networking services (SNSs), which fan communities of all cultural and 
linguistic backgrounds increasingly rely upon as community-building tools and hubs for fannish 
activities of all sorts. Social networking services can be defined as "web-based services that allow 
individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a 
list of other participants with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of 
connections and those made by others within the system" (boyd and Ellison 2007). The primary aim 
of SNSs is to build communities of participants and encourage interactions between them. What 
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makes SNSs extra attractive to fans is that many SNSs are ideal platforms for a key fannish activity: 
exchanging and discussing fan-created works. The last decade has seen a proliferation of SNSs that 
are explicitly designed to help users publish and discuss their own media, instead of merely 
interacting with other users. Such media-sharing SNSs have become primary sites of distribution 
and consumption for all sorts of user-generated content, ranging from videos (YouTube, Nico Nico 
Douga and others) to photos (Flickr, Photozou, and others) and also user-created art, comics, and 
manga (deviantART, pixiv and others). Creative activity within Japanese and English-speaking fan 
communities is and always has been strongly group-oriented (Orbaugh 2010, 178): collaborative 
fanworks in all media are common, and nearly all fanworks are published with the goal of eliciting 
reactions from other members of the community (Hellekson and Busse 2006, location 78). It should 
come as no surprise, then, that many contemporary fans of all stripes have adopted media-sharing 
SNSs as their online platforms of choice for both community-building and publishing. Such sites 
are not just convenient places to socialize and maintain fan communities, but also distribution 
systems whose functionality is geared exactly towards what fans want to do with the media they 
create: share them, and have them appreciated and talked about by other fans. Several recent studies 
that focus on the use of SNSs by fans have highlighted both how fans communicate and form 
communities using various SNSs (Busker 2008; Ford 2008; Dunlap and Wolf 2010; Jung 2011), and 
how they use them to publish fanworks online (Busker 2008; Dennis 2010).

However, approaching SNSs either as communication hubs or as distribution platforms risks 
presenting these two functions as wholly separate, as the “Internet versions” of pre-digital forms of 
communication and distribution. Research on the nature and effects of interactions on SNSs shows 
that the “digital conversations” that take place on SNSs have their own particular characteristics that 
profoundly influence what can be said, who can say it, and what the results of the conversation can 
be. Failure to appreciate the particular characteristics of digital conversations may hamper 
understanding of how oft-mentioned Internet technologies like media-sharing SNSs actually support 
and influence (possibly transcultural) fan communities and their activities. 

Based on a set of questions for untangling the workings of “digital conversations” proposed 
by danah boyd and Jeffrey Heer in 2006, I propose that the following considerations are important 
for understanding how online communication between fans through media-sharing SNSs functions 
in reality (see boyd and Heer 2006). “Digital conversations” about a fanwork published on an SNS 
take place mostly in public, where (in theory) any fan from any cultural background and nationality 
can participate. “Digital conversations” take place in the primary site where the work itself resides, 
sometimes literally on top of the work itself, turning the digital conversations into sites of meaning-
making and interpretation. “Digital conversations” are realized with a variety of technological tools 
provided by the SNSs, tools whose limitations and possibilities influence the conversations. “Digital 
conversations” on SNSs are conducted by fans whose goals may or may not coincide with those of 
other participating fans, and may or may not coincide with the goals of the SNS on which they take 
place. And perhaps most importantly in the context of fanworks on SNSs, “digital conversations” 
about a work are not fleeting. They persist, openly visible, searchable, and leaving a lasting 
impression on the work that inspired them. Because of the persistence and public visibility of these 
digital conversations, a work that is distributed on an SNS is never just the work alone, but an 
indivisible whole formed by the work and reactions to it.

In this chapter, I make a first attempt at clarifying the complex ways in which the particular 
nature of digital conversations works to influence fannish interactions on SNSs, with a special focus 
on how these digital conversations on SNSs help or hinder “transcultural” interactions between 
Japanese- and English-speaking fans of manga, comics and other media (Annett 2011).  I conduct a 
comparative case study of digital conversations around a particular kind of fanwork that is often 
distributed and discussed through SNSs: fan-created comics and manga. 



2. Constructing digital conversations on deviantART and pixiv

I examine the digital conversations that emerged around thirty samples from two different 
media-sharing SNSs, deviantART (www.deviantart.com) and pixiv (www.pixiv.net), that share the 
same aim of encouraging community- and conversation-building around user-created graphics. 
Neither SNS was built especially or even primarily for fans, but both have come to serve as 
important communication hubs for English-speaking fan communities (deviantART) and Japanese-
speaking fan communities (pixiv). I will first provide a brief overview of the general characteristics 
of deviantART and pixiv, as well as the various tools that each of the sites offers participants to 
construct digital conversations, to give an idea of what form the “digital conversations” on these 
SNSs take in practice. 

DeviantART, launched in 2000, is an SNS that allows its users to upload, exchange, and 
discuss graphic works. The site claimed to have over 14 million subscribed participants in 
December 2011 and over 100 million submitted works. English is by far the most commonly used 
language on the site, but participants also communicate in several other languages. DeviantART 
markets itself mainly as a venue for creators of "original" graphics, although it explicitly indicates 
that fanworks are welcome as well. Many of the site's participants publish fanworks. Pixiv describes 
itself as an "illustration communication service" and has the same basic functionality as 
deviantART. The site was launched in 2007 and claimed to have 2,7 million subscribed participants 
at the start of 2011 (Pixiv Tsūshin Henshūbu 2011, 13). By November 2011, pixiv had 2,9 billion 
page views per month for 22 million submitted artworks, with 20,000 to 30,000 new works being 
uploaded every day (Schonfeld 2011). The vast majority of participants communicate in Japanese, 
but pixiv claims that about 10% of its visitors come from overseas (Pixiv Tsūshin Henshūbu 2011, 
13). The site contains original works as well as fanworks, but a large proportion of the site's content 
are fanworks.

Both sites offer participants a variety of tools to connect with each other, distribute works, 
and discover works to build digital conversations around. The result of various participants' 
interactions with the sites – the persistent and publicly visible digital conversations that are the topic 
of this chapter – are displayed on the page of each individual work. Pixiv and deviantART have 
slightly different displays for visualizing digital conversations, but for simplicity's sake, I will 
describe both  together in general terms. The work appears as a digital image on the top left or in 
the center of the screen, with various kinds of additional information appearing below and to the 
sides of the image. Prominently displayed are the work's title, the name of the participant who 
submitted it (with a link back to their user profile), and additional notes on the work by the creator. 
Below is a comment box that invites other participants to talk about the work, and below that are 
comments submitted by other participants. Also prominently displayed just above, below, or to the 
side of the work are invitations to add the work to one's personal gallery of favorite works, an 
invitation to share a link to the work on various other online services, and thumbnails of other 
works by the creator. Also visible is meta-data about the work, accompanied by statistics about how 
many times a work has received comments, been added to personal galleries, or viewed. 
Both deviantART and pixiv take great pains to emphasize that works on their sites are there to be 
talked about, not just looked at. The works are visually presented as embedded within the 
conversations, conversation starters more than central exhibits. All the interactions that have taken 
place around the works are recorded and visible, and viewers of the works are poked and prodded to 
actively participate in the conversations using a wide variety of tools. 

In the rest of this chapter, I will put a spotlight on a few key conversation-building tools 
whose use helps illuminate the aforementioned questions about how fannish SNS use functions in 



reality, and how the potential of SNSs for enabling transcultural fannish communication should be 
understood. I will examine tools for creating conversation starters (works), commenting tools for 
reacting to works, tagging tools for categorizing works, and finally tools for moving digital 
conversations from deviantART and pixiv to other online locations.

3.  Sample collection

All samples examined here are fan-created comics or manga. For the purposes of this study, 
"fan-created comics or manga" on deviantART and pixiv were defined as any two-dimensional 
works that focus on characters or settings from an existing media property, were created without the 
authorization of the copyright owners of that media property, and combine text and images. The 
length or sequential nature of the works was not taken into account. I considered it best to chose a 
broad definition that reflects the fannish context in which the sample works were created, rather 
than impose a definition of “comic” or “manga” that might exclude works that are considered 
comics or manga by their creators. (For instance, across all samples from both sites, I found that 
creators of single-image works sometimes referred to their works as “comics” or “manga”.) 
Throughout this chapter, I will use the generic terms "works" and "samples" to refer to the fan-
created comics and manga under examination. Many creators had taken advantage of the way SNS 
user profiles allow for constructed identities (Liu 2007) to craft an image of themselves that made it 
difficult to verify their cultural and linguistic backgrounds. For instance, nearly all used 
pseudonyms. Of the deviantART creators, three used names that sounded as if they might be 
Japanese, but the creators nevertheless communicated in English and claimed a non-Japanese 
country of residence. I also found that many samples from deviantART used the sort of “artistic 
style, character stereotypes, and common motifs” that are common to “Original Non-Japanese 
(ONJ) manga” (Sell 2011, 95–96). To avoid imposing a cultural background on any sample work 
that may not reflect the actual circumstances in which the work was created, I will talk about 
“works” or “samples.”

Samples and data were collected in the following manner. To narrow down the potential 
number of samples and simplify comparisons , I chose only works based on one media property, the 
"Harry Potter" franchise. "Harry Potter" enjoyed significant popularity among both English- and 
Japanese-speaking fans (Orbaugh 2010, 174), meaning that I could expect to find a usefully large 
pool of works to draw samples from on both deviantART and pixiv. In an attempt to replicate the 
experience of a new user, I visited both sites without logging in, entered the keywords "Harry 
Potter" in English and in katakana into the search boxes atop the sites, and selected the first fifteen 
fan-created comics or manga that appeared in the two sets of search results. For each of the thirty 
sample works and digital conversations, I manually recorded all publicly visible information. Data 
about the samples was gathered between 19 December 2011 and 27 December 2011. I did not take 
part in the sample digital conversations. No creators or other participants whose conversational 
activities are described in this study were aware that their interactions were being observed for 
research purposes, and to protect their privacy, I do not provide detailed descriptions of or links to 
works or online interactions.

4. Comparative analysis of thirty digital conversations on deviantART and pixiv
4.1. Submitting and finding works



I will begin by considering some of the tools that deviantART and pixiv provide for users to 
create starting points for digital conversations – in the case of this study, fan-created comics and 
manga – and what the actual use of these tools indicates. There are various ways in which SNSs can 
influence what works can be used as conversation starters, from the technological tools they provide 
their users with to more “ideological” restrictions they may impose, such as content policies and age 
limits for participants. 

The technological tools that deviantART and pixiv offer to their uses for creating starting 
points for digital conversations turned out to be excellent examples of how the technologies 
available to individual fan creators can influence the format and content of the works they make. 
Because the samples were all web comics (Wikipedia 2012), not bound to a publisher's rules about 
formats, their creators were free to publish their works using any number of pages or page formats. 
I found a wide variety of different page counts and page formats among the samples, but there were 
some striking and consistent differences between the samples from deviantART and pixiv. Every 
single one of the fifteen deviantART works consisted of a single page, while thirteen out of fifteen 
pixiv works had two or more pages. As for page formats, twelve of the deviantART works had a 
very elongated vertical shape, and two were similarly elongated in horizontal fashion. None of the 
pages found in any of the pixiv works had such extreme proportions. 

At first sight, the stark differences in page counts between the two sets of sample works 
seem to confirm the general idea that fan-created manga are a major medium of expression for 
many Japanese-speaking fans, while English-speaking fans are far more likely to use written fan 
fiction as their main medium and use fan comics only to make short gag pieces (Fanlore 2012). 
However, I suggest that another explanation for these differences may lie in the tools offered by the 
SNSs for submitting and displaying works. Pixiv offers creators a dedicated, easy-to-use uploader 
for multi-page works, and also has a dedicated viewer for multi-page works that allows visitors to 
smoothly scroll through large numbers of consecutive images/pages. By contrast, deviantART's 
uploader does not allow for submitting multiple images at once, and the site does not have a 
dedicated viewer for multi-page works. Creators who want to publish a multi-page work to 
deviantART have to upload every image separately, and then manually link uploaded pages together 
with the use of HTML code. A creator working on a longer work meant for publication on 
deviantART may want to avoid this laborious process by making their work short enough to fit in a 
single image, and by making that single image large enough to contain the entire story they want to 
tell. The result would be the very elongated, single-page works that appear so numerously in the 
deviantART sample collection. Creators who want to publish a work too long to fit into even such 
an elongated image may choose not to publish on deviantART at all. 

In other words, the tools for uploading and displaying works that deviantART and pixiv 
offer seem to reinforce general perceptions about what media Japanese- and English-speaking fans 
prefer for their fanworks. Here is a first example of deviantART and pixiv probably not causing, but 
at the very least perpetuating a perceived difference between Japanese- and English-language fans. 
DeviantART's uploading and display tools are also an example of how an SNS can be thoroughly 
unwelcoming to a particular group of fans, in this case a group of fans with a different cultural 
background. Japanese-speaking fans who are accustomed to creating multi-page works may very 
well see deviantART as more or less useless for their purposes, and decide not to participate on 
digital conversations on this SNS at all.

The technological tools offered by SNSs can influence not just what kind of works can be 
submitted in the first place, but also which of the many works that are submitted get exposure and 
are therefore more likely to become starting points for digital conversations. There are various ways 



in which works on deviantART and pixiv can get exposure, but the most important way is arguably 
through the sites' search box (which I also used to find samples). DeviantART and pixiv offer the 
same set of search options: search by popularity, by posting date, and so on. However, their default 
search settings are different: deviantART shows results from a search with the most popular works 
appearing first, while pixiv shows the most recent works first. Because I used the default search 
method to collect samples, it turned out that the fifteen samples I selected from deviantART were 
the most popular fifteen "Harry Potter" works on the site, posted between 2004 and 2011, while the 
fifteen samples from pixiv were the most recent fifteen, dated between October and December 
2011. Such a difference in default search ranking that participants are presented with implies that on 
pixiv, a new creator may have a good chance of catching the eye of visitors, but on deviantART, 
creators who are already popular are likely to become more popular (Akdag Salah, p18). 

DeviantART and pixiv make an a priori decision about what kinds of works their users are 
most likely to want to see – the post popular, or the newest – and thereby direct participants towards 
certain works by default, influencing what works are likely to be talked about. Here is a first 
example of another finding that will recur several times throughout this chapter: a technological tool 
may sound as if it should be functioning in a similar way across both sites (every search box looks 
the same), but can actually give users very different results because of some small technological 
quirk. As will become clear, such similar-but-different tools can cause differences between digital 
conversations that may easily be (mis)interpreted as culturally determined.

4.2.  Commenting and voting on works

The next tool I analyze is the functionality that allows participants to leave direct comments 
on works. Comments are the most obvious conversation-building tools embedded in nearly all 
media-based SNSs. DeviantART and pixiv both offer logged-in participants the ability to post 
textual reactions to a work via a comment box, but both SNSs differ in the way they handle the 
content and visibility of, and control over, comments. DeviantART's commenting feature enables 
always-visible, threaded discussions (meaning that it is possible to reply to individual comments) 
with long comments. Pixiv only allows the posting of non-threaded, tweet-length comments of 
which only the most recent twenty are visible. The more public and feature-rich nature of 
deviantART comments suggests that this tool is a very important aspect of conversational use of 
works on the site, and an examination of the samples appears to bear this out. Fourteen of the works 
examined on deviantART, many of which had been available for years, had amassed large numbers 
of comments: thirteen out of fifteen had several hundred comments, and four had more than a 
thousand. The content and especially the number of comments on a work is seen as an important 
marker of popularity on deviantART. 

For the pixiv samples, I was not able to obtain reliable data about the number of comments 
because only the latest twenty comments are visible to anyone who is not the creator of a work. 
Overall, most pixiv samples appeared to have a low number of comments, and comment numbers 
on pixiv are clearly not as important an indicator of popularity as on deviantART. It seems that on 
pixiv, this function is at least partly shifted onto a voting system that allows any participant to rank 
a work on a scale from one to ten by clicking a row of stars above the image. This voting tool, 
entirely absent on deviantART, was put to heavy use on pixiv: all works had votes, many up to a 
hundred. The final tallies of the votes were uniformly very high, which seems to suggest that 
participants rarely give a work less than ten or nine stars. Participants use the voting feature not to 
give a frank appraisal of any work they see, but to publicly applaud works they find particularly 
entertaining or good. This is apparently not how pixiv intended for participants to use this tool: in a 
new site design for pixiv (Schonfeld 2011) that I accessed after its private alpha release in 
December 2011, the votes tool had been replaced with a Facebook-style “like” tool. (I should note 



here that site designs are prone to rapid changes, and the functionality of the tools described here 
may have changed by the time this book is published.)

Looking at these commenting and voting tools, a first thing to note is that the commenting 
tool is another example of a similar-sounding feature that actually functions very differently on both 
sites, like the aforementioned search box. The comment boxes on deviantART and pixiv look 
exactly the same, and the only way to discover the differences in their functionality is to use both 
tools for a long time or to dig into the sites' help pages. At first glance, then, observers may 
conclude that the different ways in which deviantART and pixiv participants use the commenting 
tool – many comments and lively discussions on deviantART, fewer comments on pixiv – suggest 
that Japanese-speaking fans leave less feedback on fanworks. Indeed, I have seen this explanation 
be suggested multiple times in online discussions between English-speaking fans trying to figure 
out how pixiv works. Fans noticed the lower number of comments on pixiv and concluded that 
“Japanese fans” must apparently not be very conscientious about giving a work the sort of proper 
feedback that lubricates the exchange of fanworks. Such an interpretation seems based on a 
misunderstanding of the limitations of pixiv's commenting tool, and a failure to appreciate the 
importance of other tools like the voting tool for providing feedback on pixiv. The non-obvious 
technological differences between deviantART's and pixiv's commenting tools suggest that it can be 
dangerous to look exclusively for possible cultural influences when differences are observed in the 
way fans use outwardly similar SNS tols. Comparative studies on SNS use in various countries 
have found that even small differences in the technologies available to consumers in countries like 
the U.S. and Japan influence what kinds of media creative consumers will produce (Hyorth 2009, 
2), but also that different cultural backgrounds can lead to different behavior online on websites 
with overtly similar functionality (Choi 2007, 1; Takahashi 2010, 461). The true causes of the 
differences in behavior between fans on deviantART and pixiv that I observed may well lie 
somewhere in between technological and cultural influences.

Another important aspect of digital conversations on SNSs that is hinted at by an 
examination of the commenting tools is the importance of who controls the content of a digital 
conversation, and how that control is enforced and limited. On both deviantART and pixiv, creators 
can disallow comments, delete them, or make them invisible. Creators seem to have a significant 
amount of control over what is said in the persistent, publicly visible digital conversations that are 
created around their works. Also, as briefly mentioned earlier, comments on deviantART and pixiv 
are subject to additional control by content policies imposed by the sites. However, the control that 
both creators and SNSs have over digital conversations seems qualified at best. Creators' use of the 
technological tools for control they have been given is limited by their status in their respective fan 
communities as participants, not all-powerful authority figures. Many fan communities have 
developed unspoken rules about "the kinds of participation that are allowed and the kinds that are 
discouraged" (Kido Lopez 2011, 9), and a perceived equality among community members is a key 
idea for many Japanese- and English-speaking fan communities. A creator who uses their power 
over the conversation in a way that other participants consider excessive may be accused of causing 
“wank” (Dunlap and Wolf 2010, 268) and lose fannish social capital. In other words, creators' 
control over digital conversations is tempered by the fannish context in which these digital 
conversations take place (and, as I will discuss later in this chapter, by the willingness and 
technological ability of some participants to re-post "unauthorized" copies of works on different 
sites to construct alternative digital conversations). 

The control that SNSs themselves have over digital conversations is limited in a different 
way, namely by their reliance on their users to police inappropriate content. Any participant who 
encounters a comment or work that appears to be in violation of the sites' rules can report it with the 
click of a button, but site administrators themselves do not actively search for inappropriate content 
that needs to be removed. This system allows users to collude and “protect” works, and digital 



conversations on works, from deletion simply by not alerting the site administrators to their 
existence. I observed numerous examples of works on deviantART and pixiv that were in violation 
of the sites' content policies, but had clearly not been reported (yet). This is a first indication of how 
intensely SNSs rely on their users to shape all persistent, searchable content on their sites. I will 
touch upon several other examples of this extensive reliance on users, particularly to explore how it 
can hinder a site's accessibility for fans who are not part of site's the main group of fannish users 
(for instance, English-language fans trying to participate in digital conversations on pixiv).

4.3 Categorizing works through tags, keywords and categories

Like the search box and commenting box, the next feature I examine is another case of a 
tool that sounds like it should have a similar function on either site but is used very differently in 
reality. Media-sharing SNSs need ways of categorizing the vast amounts of user-generated content 
published on the sites. DeviantART categorizes works via keywords and categories, while pixiv 
relies on a system of tags. While “keywords” may sound synonymous to “tags”, these two turned 
out to have almost completely separate functions.

On deviantART, only a creator can add keywords and categories to a work. Keywords are 
invisible to other participants and serve no purpose beyond making a work easier to find using the 
site's search engine; categories are visible, but the system is so complex and used so inconsistently 
that it seems to serve little useful categorization purpose for fannish participants. On pixiv, tags are 
visible to all participants, and both creators (whose tags are preceded with an asterisk) and other 
participants can add tags to any given work. The tags feature is considered essential to the 
categorization of works on pixiv: the site's search system works mainly by indexing user-added 
tags, and in 2009, pixiv also added a user-edited online tag encyclopedia to its site. All samples 
from pixiv had tags, and seven of the fifteen had tags that had been added by participants besides 
the creator. Both creator- and other participant-added tags expressed not just the content of works, 
but also appraisals (such as "cute", "scary", "deserves more votes"). There were also several 
requests in tag form for creators tp continue a work. As these samples show, pixiv tags are used not 
just for categorization, but also for commentary. Like with the use of the votes feature described 
earlier, this use clearly does not align with what pixiv envisioned for the tool: on its Help page, 
pixiv explicitly asks participants to chat using the comments feature and not the tags. However, a 
cursory examination of other non-sample works on pixiv shows that participants very frequently use 
tags to comment on works. Like the apparently unexpected use of the votes tool described earlier, 
the “unauthorized” use of the tags tool, suggests that while conversations must take place with use 
of the tools offered by the sites, participants can and do actively bend those tools to their own 
conversational purposes. Sites' control over how tools are used is not absolute, just as their control 
over content is not absolute: both kinds of control rely on the cooperation of users.

The function of the tags tool on pixiv is also a prime example of precisely how important the 
contributions of non-creator participants to digital conversations can be. Without the tags that 
creators and users add to works, pixiv would be unusable, because no participant would ever be able 
to find anything on the site. Participants who add tags to others' works instead of submitting self-
created works are not merely adding some nice extras to digital conversations: they add something 
of great value, namely searchability, and their task is essential to the smooth functioning of the 
entire site. SNSs are sites that “don't just serve the networks of people who use them. Rather, they 
are constituted by them and depend on them for their existence and refinement” (Watson 2010). 
Such collaborative construction of value is entirely appropriate within the context of a fannish 
community. Pixiv and deviantART explicitly encourage the participation of users who do not create 
images themselves. Pixiv claims that 30% of its registered users do not upload works (Pixiv Tsūshin 
Henshūbu 2011, 14), and while deviantART offers no statistics, it also seems to have a sizable 



minority of participants who create no works but make other contributions - commenting, voting, 
tagging, bookmarking and “favouriting” – that may sound insignificant, but are indispensable in the 
context of digital conversations. By offering such a wide variety of ways for participants to make a 
meaningful contribution besides direct “talking” through comments, digital conversations on SNSs 
may encourage the participation of fans who are uncomfortable using the language of the work's 
creator. A fan who knows only English may not be able to comment, but they can probably figure 
out how to vote on or bookmark a work.

4.4 Re-posting works on other sites

Finally, I will analyze how participants share works not just to their own galleries of 
“bookmarks” or “favourites” within the SNSs, but to sites outside of deviantART and pixiv. Above 
and next to works, deviantART and pixiv provide buttons that encourage participants to post links 
towards works on deviantART or pixiv to other networking-oriented sites, such as Twitter, 
Facebook, Tumblr, Reddit, LiveJournal, StumbleUpon, mixi, or Hatena Bookmark. This is another 
tool to draw new participants towards a digital conversation. 

However, some participants do not just use the sharing tools provided by deviantART and 
pixiv to invite new participants to visit the SNSs. Instead or on top of linking to deviantART and 
pixiv, some participants also copy works entirely and re-post them on a different site, with or 
without a link to the work's original location, and with or without attribution to the work's creator. 
Such "unauthorized" re-posting is very common but extremely hard to trace and quantify. While I 
cannot say for certain which samples were re-posted how many times in this way, a search using a 
reverse image search engine showed that at least three of the deviantART works had been re-posted 
without the creators' permission in other locations. One thing this practice emphasizes is that fans 
are certainly not bound to using only the tools provided to them by the SNSs; they can also take 
advantage of other technological tools, in this case the simple ability any Internet user has to copy 
an image and upload it elsewhere. Re-posting is a typical expression of the fact that individuals now 
have the ability to “appropriate and recirculate media content” (Jung 2011), a basic driving force 
behind the same participatory culture that has made media-sharing SNSs like deviantART and pixiv 
become popular. 

However, it is clear that neither deviantART and pixiv nor the creators who publish works 
through them appreciate the loss of control that comes with re-posting participants taking advantage 
of that particular enabling aspect of participatory culture (Jenkins 2008, 137). DeviantART and 
pixiv both explicitly forbid re-posting. Aside from the annoyances it causes for their core user bases 
of creators, re-posting does not benefit the SNSs because it leads to new digital conversations about 
works springing up in the new posting locations, instead of new participants being drawn towards 
deviantART and pixiv to take part in the existing digital conversations. Creators themselves dislike 
re-posting because it has long been considered unethical among many Japanese- and English-
speaking fan communities to take control over where a work is published out of the creator's hands. 
Re-posting has even become an issue of contention among Japanese-speaking and English-speaking 
fans, with the former sometimes claiming that “Western” fans often disrespect Japanese fans' wish 
to control their works by re-posting them willy-nilly. Pixiv even reinforces this general idea by 
placing a warning in English about unauthorized re-posting at the top of both its English- and 
Japanese-language Help pages. However, to my knowledge, no empirical research exists on this 
topic, and suggestions that “Western” fans in general have different culturally and historically 
inspired ethics on this particular point sound unconvincing to me. “Western” or English-speaking 
fans are not actually a distinct group whose members all subscribe to a particular list of rules of 
fannish etiquette, and in fact, very many English-language fan communities also consider 
unauthorized re-posting by any other fan to be a serious violation of  “their” fannish ethics. In the 



absence of real data about fannish re-posting, I would like to suggest that the “no re-posting” rule is 
often broken not because of a supposed profound difference between in ethics between “Japanese” 
and “Western” fans, but to the presence of individual fans who are willing to break "their" 
community's unwritten rules, and of fans who somehow function outside of the relevant 
communities and thus don't risk ostracism by ignoring the rules (Lee 2011, 238). 

Why would any fan re-post works, then, instead of respecting the implied wishes of the 
work's creator (a fellow fan) and supporting the original digital conversation around the work on 
deviantART or pixiv? While re-posting for purposes of criticism is not uncommon, in the vast 
majority of cases, re-posters make it very obvious that are re-posting the work to a new location 
because they like it and want to share it with a broader audience. Interestingly enough, among the 
samples that had been re-posted to new sites, about half of the approximately fifteen separate new 
digital conversations that had sprung up around the three re-posted works were in a language that 
was different from the original English-language conversations on deviantART. Based on this 
observation, existing research on language use on SNSs, and my own experiences as a fan, I argue 
that unauthorized re-posting is a way of making works accessible to new audiences of fans who find 
it impractical or impossible to navigate digital conversations on SNSs that are conducted in a 
language they do not understand. This would make re-posting not just a site of (perhaps misplaced) 
conflicts about fannish ethics, but a symptom that illuminates a key reason why digital 
conversations on SNSs may hinder rather than help transcultural interactions among fans.

Prior studies on SNSs have found that language is a key determinant in how communities on 
SNSs are formed and limited. SNS use has a tendency to get demarcated along language lines (boyd 
and Ellison 2007), and even when multiple languages are used within one SNS, this tends to be 
within separate in-site communities that interact only infrequently (Herring 2007, 10). This implies 
that SNSs which are theoretically open to participation from fans all around the globe, like 
deviantART and pixiv, can become effectively inaccessible to participants from some linguistic 
backgrounds simply because of how thoroughly the participants belonging to the dominant 
language group arrange the content of the SNS to serve their particular needs. The sample works 
from Pixiv and deviantART illustrate perfectly how this can happen. Pixiv in particular makes 
considerable efforts to court non-Japanese users, and one of the tactics it uses is to offer its site 
interface in multiple languages, including English. However, the fact that the site relies entirely on 
its mainly Japanese-speaking user base to provide all content and categorization ensures that the site 
is still virtually impossible to navigate for participants who do not know Japanese, even if they are 
provided with a site interface they can read. All the pixiv samples used in this research, for instance, 
only had descriptions and tags in Japanese. Since categorizing and search on pixiv works chiefly via 
tags, this means that these fifteen samples would have been impossible for me to discover without 
searching in Japanese, regardless of whether I used pixiv's English- or Japanese-language site 
interface. A hypothetical Japanese-speaking "Harry Potter" fan who does not know how to navigate 
digital conversations in English would have similar difficulties finding what they want on 
deviantART, even if they managed to navigate the English-language site interface. This seems to 
render SNSs, so open to a “transcultural” audience in theory, very unwelcoming to fans of other 
languages in practice. 

The exact thing that would make the SNS attractive to new fans – categorized fanwork 
content – is impossible to navigate. It makes a lot of sense for fans who find digital conversations 
on pixiv or deviantART inaccessible to not participate, but instead wait for other fans who do have 
the linguistic ability to access the sites bring images to them via re-posting, and then create 
alternative locations for new digital conversations in a language that they can participate in. 



5. Conclusion

This study has found that the actual digital conversations among fans that appear on SNSs 
are the result of a complex interplay of sometimes minute differences in functionality, the relative 
power and control that various groups of participants can exert, cultural and linguistic influences, 
and the contexts and content that participants with different goals try to create. Any answer to the 
question of whether digital conversations on SNSs help or hinder transcultural interactions between 
Japanese- and English-speaking fans of manga, comics and other media must clearly be just as 
complex.

Overall, it seems reasonable to say that while the technological architectures of deviantART 
and pixiv are geared towards maximizing participation, and the sites themselves claim to be 
targeting a global audience, the actual accessibility of digital conversations on these SNSs to fans 
who do not understand the language used by the majority of participants is limited in various ways. 
Quite possibly, the sites are prone to the same language segregation that has been observed in other 
SNSs. That suggest the possibility that only a relatively small group of bilingual “bridging 
individuals” (Herring 2007, 10; Jung 2011) are realistically capable of taking an active part in 
digital conversations on both deviantART and pixiv. Digital conversations may only become truly 
accessible to non-bilingual users when these “bridging individuals” actively attempt to bring works 
(the starting points of the conversations) out of the inaccessible sites and into a new context, where 
non-bilingual users can build new digital conversations around them. Re-posting is only one way to 
make works accessible to non-bilingual users; other tactics employed by bilingual fans include 
scanlating and fansubbing of Japanese-language fanworks, activities that also tend to take place 
without the permission of the original fannish creator. While such “unauthorized” sharing activities 
are certainly a legitimate form of transcultural interaction, it may be questionable to what degree 
these interactions also lead to connection and exchange. Sharing activities like re-posting and 
dōjinshi scanlating are very one-sided, and while the intentions of re-posters and scanlators may be 
benign, such “interactions” may well be unwanted and unwelcome for the fannish creators whose 
works are made accessible to new fannish audiences in these ways.

In any case, it seems that for comics and manga (fan) culture, SNSs such as deviantART and 
pixiv are only the latest examples in a long line of “gatekeeping” persons, institutions, and 
technologies that have regulated transcultural exchanges of works and words between fan 
communities. The influence of these “gatekeepers” is increasingly being documented, from the 
"sanctioned" gatekeepers such as non-Japanese and Japanese publishers, distributors, marketers, 
translators, localizers, and even law enforcement, to “fannish” gatekeepers such as scanlation and 
fansubbing groups. Studies on these gatekeepers are showing that they almost invariably play some 
role in establishing and strengthening narratives that present similarities and differences between 
works or fans as historically, nationally, or culturally determined (Lee 2009; Ruh 2010; Carlson and 
Corliss 2011; Lee 2011; Sell 2011). This chapter has provided some initial suggestions on how 
SNSs, central hubs of fannish interactions about manga and comics as they are, may contribute to 
the construction or maintenance of such narratives. However, more focused research is needed to 
clarify precisely how SNSs and their users interact to negotiate, perpetuate, or deconstruct ideas 
about cultural differences between the users and the works they create and discuss.

While this study casts some doubts on how much mutual exchange SNS sites can enable 
between fans who communicate in different languages, it also suggests that the often-essentialized 
differences between Japanese and “Western” fans (Hills 2002, 3; Galbraith and Lamarre 2010) are 
not as straightforward as they may seem at first glance. DeviantART and pixiv are perceived as so 
similar that they are often called the “Western” or “Japanese” equivalents of each other, and because 
the digital conversations that take place on them are performed in a way that is publicly visible in 
great detail, they look like ideal sites for comparing different “fan cultures”. However, it should be 



clear by now that reducing different fannish behavior on these SNSs to cultural influences would be 
very simplistic. DeviantART, pixiv, and their users construct different site contexts and cultures that 
could easily be mistaken for linguistic or even national cultures, but that are actually constructed 
through the interplay of the technological tools on offer and the massive influence of the sites' core 
language audiences. It may be a chicken or egg question whether the minor but significant 
technological differences and accents that I observed on deviantART and pixiv were designed to 
accomodate (real or perceived) existing historical or cultural differences between fans of varying 
cultural backgrounds, or whether the sites' designs are the cause of some (real or perceived) 
differences. What seems certain is that these SNS sites are capable of reinforcing and perpetuating 
real or perceived rifts between their participants, and there can be no guarantees about the real-
world effectiveness of “multidirectional communications technologies of the Internet” (Annett 
2011, 4) that claim to enable world-wide transcultural communication.
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